
Abstract
The Optical CDMA systems suffer from the problem of Multiple 
Access Interference (MAI).As the number of users increase the 
BER error rate degrades because the effect of MAI increases. 
So, there is a limitation in number of users, as the number 
of users increase SNR decrease and probability of error 
increase, so in this paper, performance evaluation is done 
by taking MAI as major impairment. In hybrid cdma scheme, 
every signature sequence is reusable and sent simultaneously 
at different wavelengths. The code length and, hence, the 
speed of hardware are reduced due to the reduction in the 
number of simultaneous users in each wavelength. The system 
performance is evaluated in terms of throughput and delay 
for the optical CDMA and hybrid optical cdma schemes. The 
multiple access interference(MAI) is included in the analysis 
and the results are compared. The throughput is increases in 
the beginning as offer load increases but after certain value  
of offer load throughput start decreases as the offered load 
increases.In terms of delay, as the offer load increase initially 
delay is almost negligible but at certain value of offer load it 
is abruptly increase.
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I. Introduction
Optical networks provide higher capacity and reduced costs 
for new applications such as the internet, video, multimedia, 
and advanced digital services.Fortunately, an alternative to 
OTDMA and DWDMA networking schemes, optical CDMA 
communication systems, require neither the time nor the 
frequency management systems. Optical CDMA can operate 
asynchronously, without centralized control, and it does not 
suffer from packet collisions. As a result, optical CDMA systems 
have lower latencies than OTDMA or DWDMA. Furthermore, 
since time and frequency (or wavelength) slots do not need to 
be allocated to each individual user, significant performance 
gains can be achieved through multiplexing. Also, OTDMA 
and DWDMA systems are limited by hardware because of the 
slot allocation requirements. In contrast, CDMA systems are 
only limited by the tolerated bit error rate relationship to the 
number of users, affording the designer a much more flexible 
network design [2-3]. The hybrid wavelength CDMA (WaCDMA) 
technique utilizes both the wavelength and code concurrency 
for multiple access. In this technique, the optical spectrum 
is divided into Nw = N /Nc wavelength channels where N is 
the total number of users and Nc the number of users who 
share each wavelength channel by distinct code words. Due to 
orthogonality provided by DWDMA, the same code words can 
be reused in different channels as shown in Fig.1.

For example, let the bandwidth of Erbium-doped fiber amplifier 
(EDFA) used in the network is 35 nm at 1550 nm wavelength 
and within this bandwidth 20 wavelength channels are 
accommodated with a spacing of about 1.8 nm (= 225 GHz) 
[7].

Fig. 1: Schematic Of Wacdma Network

At each wavelength, if the number of distinct codes available is 
8, a total of 160 users can be accommodated with WaCDMA. 
On the other hand, to accommodate the same number of 
users in DWDMA, the inter channel spacing will get reduced 
to about only 0.2 nm (= 25 GHz) which is inadequate from 
the system design and performance point of view. It will be 
difficult to accommodate 160 users in OCDMA also due to 
non availability of so many distinct code words. The code 
length, and hence the speed of hardware are reduced due to 
the reduction in the number of simultaneous users at each 
wavelength. This scheme requires a central controller to 
uniformly distribute the available wavelengths to the different 
users for transmission..In section II,the methods of generation 
of one dimensional codes is studied. Two dimensional code 
uses multiple wavelengths for different chips.In section III,we 
study  the effect of multiple access interference in various 
Optical CDMA schemes.  Performance evaluation is done by 
computing throughput and delay .In sectionIV,we study the 
performance impairment in optical CDMA networks Section V 
presents the performance investigation of the different Optical 
CDMA networks in presence of MAI and their comparision. 
Finally, in sectionVI, conclusion is presented.

II. Optical Orthgonal Codes
An OOCs,[4] is a family of (0,1) sequence with good 
autocorrelation and cross correlation properties, i.e., the 
autocorrelation of each sequence exhibits the “thumbtack” 
shape and the cross correlation between any two sequences 
remains low throughout. The study of OOCs has been motivated 
by an application in a code-division multiple-access fiber 
optic channel. The use of OOCs enables a large number of 
asynchronous users to transmit information efficiently and 
reliably. The thumbtack-shaped autocorrelation facilitates the 
detection of the desired signal, and low-profiled cross correlation 
reduces interference from unwanted signals. In addition to the 
wide-band multiple-access system, OOCs also find applications 
in mobile radio, spread-spectrum communications, radar and 
sonar signal design. To support many simultaneous users, 
the code needs to provide good correlation properties. Such 
properties are usually achieved through the use of very long 
code sequence. In other words, very large bandwidth expansion 
is required .An (n,w,λa,λc) optical orthogonal code C is a family 
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of (0,1) sequence of length n and weight w which satisfy the 
following two properties : 
The Autocorrelation Property: 
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For any x Є C and any integer τ , 0 < τ <n. 
The cross correlation property: 
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For any x ≠ y Є C and any integer τ.
For a given set of values of n, w, λa, λc, the largest possible size 
(cardinality) of an (n,w,λ) OOC is denoted by Φ(n,w,λ), where λa= 
λc is assumed. This size depends on code length. 
When the code length is odd, the cardinality of the code is 
given by
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and when the code length is even, the cardinality of the code 
is given by
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Where ’x’ denotes integer part of real value x. To construct OOCs, 
various methods such as iterative method, the intersection 
properties of lines in projective space and other combinatorial 
techniques are used. In all these methods presented in [10], 
the optimal OOCs constructed turnout to have the parameter 
λ =1. We have used Greedy algorithm and Projective Geometry 
algorithm to design OOCs. 

III. Performance Evaluation In Terms Of Throughput for 
Optical CDMA Networks
Users begin transmissions on common clock instances and 
the length of a slot corresponds to a packet of length L bits. 
With a suitable multiple-channel multiple-access scheme), a 
number of packets from different sources can be transmitted 
over the optical fiber in a single slot. We denote the number of 
simultaneous packets on the channel during a slot interval by 
m [1,14].With suitable error-detection capability, the receiver 
can determine if one or more errors have occurred in a packet. 
All packets with errors are dropped by the receiver. Overhead 
required for this error-detection is neglected for simplicity. In a 
broadcast network, the sender can independently determine 
the success or failure of the retransmission and schedule the 
packet for retransmission after a random delay. Let M be a 
random variable that represents the number of simultaneous 
transmissions in a time slot. The conditional distribution of the 
number of successfully received packets S is then 

 ( 5 ) 

The steady-state throughput β is given below [6]
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 where fM(m) is the steady-state probability distribution of 
composite arrivals (new and retransmitted packets). 
We assume that the composite arrival distribution is Poissonian 
with arrival rate λ and write 
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where T is the temporal length of the packet. This choice of 
arrival distribution corresponds to an infinite user population. 

Let Tλγ =  be the offered load (average number of attempted 
transmissions per time slot), the throughput 

becomes 
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The delay, measured in the average number of retransmissions 
per packet, can be shown in this case [6] to equal 
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IV. Performance Impairment in Optical CDMA networks 
There are several performance parameters due to which 
performance of Optical CDMA network degrades. One of the 
main parameter is:  Multiple Access Interference (MAI) 

A. Multiple Access Interference (MAI) 
The optical CDMA systems suffer from MAI from other 
simultaneous users. As the number of simultaneous users 
increases, the bit error rate (BER) degrades because the effect 
of MAI increases. Since in the intensity modulation/direct 
detection (IM/DD) optical CDMA systems the bit error from a 
bit ‘0’ to a bit ‘1’ is a major problem, while the bit error from a 
bit ‘1’ to a bit ‘0’ is rare in absence of the noises caused from 
a photodiode that we will discuss next. The probability of error 
for various optical CDMA is given in the following subsection 
[14]. 

B. Optical  CDMA
If In(1) is the effect of the nth user’s signal on the first receiver. 
The total interference on the first user’s signal will be sum of all 
M-1 user’s interferences. If I1 is the total undesired interference, 
then 
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If the code weight is K and number of chips (code length) is F, 
then the probability of error i.e. the probability that a mark will 
overlap with that of other code will be K2/F and the probability 
of being that chip a mark will be 1/2 [15]. 
Then the probability that a mark of one code will overlap with 
a mark of other code will be 
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If there are i users which are sending bit 1, then the probability 
of interference will be 
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where q=1-p and( )1−m
i

 is the binomial coefficient, C kn, .
I t  can be expressed as
                

         ( 1 3 ) 
 

The probability density function for I1    

  (14) 

Because the bit error probability is given by 

     ( 1 5 ) 

So the probability of bit error due to multiple access interference 
is given by 

          (16)

Where p=K2/2F; M is the number of  simultaneous users
This threshold and is equal to code weight w.

C. Hybrid Optical CDMA 
For the hybrid scheme with the (n,w,1,1) OOC and n wavelengths 
[5], we have
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w
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 because there are totally w2 possible hits between two 
codewords and the probability of having each individual hit 
between these two codewords in the same wavelength is 1/n. 
Since all the binary ones in each codeword are encoded in one 
wavelength and there are distinct wavelengths in this scheme, 
the error probability is then given by 

        (18) 
                                                                                 

Where p=(w2/2n)
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For M>>n>>w; 

V. Performance Evaluation of Optical CDMA Networks 
in Presence of MAI 
In this section the performance evaluation of Optical CDMA 
networks is carried out in terms of throughput in the presence 
of Multiple Access Interference (MAI). Throughput is the 
probability of successful transmission in a given time slot. For 
throughput calculation, Poisson distribution is assumed. For 
comparison, we have taken the maximum number of users 
to be 50. Different optical CDMA schemes support different 
number of users for a particular code length, code weight and 
the number of wavelengths. 

A. Optical CDMA 
Here we have taken the code length to be F = 1000, code 
weight K = 4. The maximum number of user supported by 
this scheme is 
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The maximum number of users supported by this scheme is 
83, but for comparison we will consider only 50 users. 
We have plotted graphs for throughput vs offered load, delay 
vs offered load and delay vs throughput for different number 
of users using eqs.[In section III & IV]

        
Fig. 2: Throughput vs offerload
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Fig.3: delay vs offerload

Fig.4: Delay vs throughput

B. Hybrid optical CDMA
In this scheme, the code length is considerably reduced 
because each codeword is reusable at different wavelength. 
For the analysis, we have taken the code length n =150, code 
weight w = 3 and number of wavelengths m = 3. 
The maximum number of users supported in each wavelength 
is

                (22) 

So the total number of users supported by this scheme is 
24x3=72, but for comparison we will consider only 50 users. 
We have plotted graphs for throughput vs offered load, delay 
vs offered load and delay vs throughput for different number 
of users using eqs. (In section III] and IV)

                
Fig. 5: throughput vs offerload

                  
Fig. 6 : delay vs offerload

               
Fig. 7: Delay vs throughput

VI. Conclusion
 As the offered load is increased, the throughput first increases 
up to certain value, and starts decreasing because the multiple 
access interference (MAI) increases in any particular packet 
slot .As we can observe in the above figures ,throughput in 
case of  Hybrid CDMA is better than the optical cdma. As the 
offered load is increased, the delay (the average number of 
retransmission) initially increases slowly then at a certain value 
of offer load delay is abruptly increases because more number 
of packets is in error due to (MAI) We can observe from the 
figures that the delay in the case of hybrid optical CDMA is 
less as compared to ordinary optical cdma, because more 
than one wavelength is used to send the same codeword. This 
increases the throughput of the network.In third figures of both 
schems no of retransmissions is decreases with increase in 
the throughput.
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